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Re-Opening Protocol & Guidelines
Artworks Studio will comply with the guidelines put in place by Thrive Gym, Maryland’s Governor,
as well as the CDC, ADA and Health Department.

Artworks will be strictly enforcing all policies and procedures detailed in
Thrive Gym’s document. If any patron of Artworks is unable or unwilling to comply with the
policies and procedures herein, they will not be permitted to visit Artworks. This is for the safety of
anyone who enters the facility.
As we begin to re-open the safety of our students, families & anyone who enters the building will
be our top priority.
Upon re-opening, all Artworks camps, classes, events will be modified, have limited capacity and
are subject to closure based on the direction of health officials.

Ensuring your safety
Artworks staff has taken enhanced health & safety measures for you, your children & ourselves.
*Prior to re-opening all Artworks staff will be required to attend training on the health & safety
updates that Thrive Gym will be implementing.
*Artworks staff will wear a face mask at all times & have their temperature taken upon arrival.
*All Artworks staff will adhere to the cleaning requirements & physical distancing guidelines.
*Artworks will enforce the maximum capacities that have been set by health officials. Camp ratios have been lowered to 10:2 (or two groups of 5:1).
*We have kept the camp assistant even though lowering our max in order to have a 2nd person
to monitor physical distancing & continually clean art supplies throughout each camp day.

Cleaning & Art supplies
*Artworks will provide “art kits” for each table (2-3 students) that will be sanitized daily/weekly &
not leave that table.
*We will not use any art materials that have not been sanitized before class. We will be sanitizing all pencils, erasers, paintbrushes, water containers before and after every class. We will not
be using art materials that are shared and cannot be washed (like crayons).

Cleaning & Art supplies continued
*Supplies that can not be sanitized will be handed out individually and leftovers will be thrown
away (beads, feathers, etc).
*Students will sit in the same seat each day and art smoks will be provided & not leave that
seat throughout the week. Smoks will be disinfected each day and washed each Friday. *You
are welcome to send in your own old t-shirt.
*Tables, chairs, sink area, door handles, etc. will be wiped down before & after every class.

Thrive Gym re-opening plan
Please carefully read through this document as Artworks is adhering to all
additional guidelines provided:
Parent/guardian expectations
Student expectations
Drop off & Pick up
Spot TV
& additional guidelines

Thank you & we look forward to seeing you soon
~Artworks staff

